EXPERT COMMENT David Harvey
CAROLEAN CHAIR
Somewhat earlier and executed in walnut is this
Carolean armchair, which was dry and dusty having
been stood in a corner for many years with everyone
too afraid to sit on it. It was immediately clear to me
that with a little care and attention we could bring it
back to life. Particularly important was the fact that all
the surface dust, soot, tar and nicotine had preserved a
fine finish underneath.
Careful cleaning and wax polishing had the desired
effect and I so enjoyed burnishing the highlights on the
barley-twist supports and stretchers. There is an almost
bronze-like quality to the patination, which we see from
time to time on these early, carved chairs with subtle
tones of almost black mingling with the reddish-brown
of the highlights.
I can well imagine a gentleman sitting in the chair
by a roaring open fire – the grease from his hands
rubbing on the arms while his jacket, hung on the back,
rubbed against the uprights.

Waxing lyrical
In a career packed with
treasures, David Harvey
chooses six top pieces of
English furniture dating from
1650 to 1850 and reveals what
makes them so special
MIGHTY OAK
This unusual burr oak side table dating from c. 1710
has the most spectacular burr top I have ever seen.
Burr oak is the most sought after of all the varieties
of oak – a burr coming from trees where the grain has
grown in a deformed manner. It is commonly found
in a rounded outgrowth on the tree trunk, or branch
filled with small knots from dormant buds. Pieces made
of solid burr oak are extremely rare so to find a piece
measuring three feet by two feet is virtually unheard of.
Just imagine, if you will, the size of the outgrowth
that this must have come from and then try to estimate
the size of the mighty oak tree it must have been to
support a growth of this size.
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Above The Queen Anne

burr oak table

Right Years of dust and

grease hid a superb
finish

Below left The burr table

had one of the best tops
David had ever seen

WALNUT ESCRITOIRE
This escritoire dates from the same period as the chair
and is executed in a very tightly burred walnut.
When I first opened the fall, to my most immense
pleasure I discovered a hinged cover above a fall,
the first I had ever seen. The escritoire was of such
sumptuous quality I knew it had to be hiding some
further secrets.
Imagine my joy when I opened the central
cupboards to unveil the most extraordinary array of
drawers, slide-out compartments and secret boxes,
each labelled with the original paper stating their
correct location.
From memory, the interior contained some 40
assorted drawers, boxes and compartments. It is
staggering to imagine it being installed into, say, a first
floor suite of rooms in a wonderful stately home. The
strength required would have been enormous as, even
with all the drawers removed, the weight of the top half
was quite extraordinary.

GEORGE III
MAHOGANY
BUREAU BOOKCASE

‘Imagine my joy when I opened the central
cupboards to unveil the most extraordinary
array of further drawers, slide-out
compartments and secret boxes, each labelled
with the original paper stating their
correct location’
QUEEN ANNE KNEEHOLE DESK
Returning to the 18th century, I was recently given
the opportunity to acquire one of the finest walnut
kneehole desks I have seen in many years. It dates from
the Queen Anne period and has a terrific colour and
grain. The feather banding is of a fine, thin type that
must have been difficult to work with, and can be seen
on every part – including the canted corners.
What further attracted me to it is the central
cupboard which slides forward to present a flushfronted piece. It also shows the inlaid starburst to
better effect. Most of all, it is the exceptional way the
desk has been finished – really lacking nothing.
Always remember that when a piece was first made,
the cabinetmaker started with a blank canvas. While the
customer could stipulate style, size and use, the maker
chose the quality of the timber and craftsmanship. In
this case there was no compromise on quality – hence
the additional feather banding to the sides, feet and
cupboard, no doubt to the appreciation of its owner.

My heart sang when I saw
this George III bookcase,
embodying, as it does so many
elements I look for in a piece.
It was of outstanding quality of
construction, materials, timber
and detail. The list is endless:
the dentil cornice above the
pendant teardrop frieze, the
superbly-figured mahogany
veneers, the crossbanding (even
to the gothic arch glazed doors)
and the double cross banding to
the fall panels.
Then there’s the crossbanding around the
drawers which is repeated on the panelled doors
to the base, with the incut corners, and applied
roundels all raised on elegant bracket feet.
Whoever this was made for, around 1775, must
have been overjoyed to own a true masterpiece.
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walnut escritoire had a
hinged cover at the top
Above The fall front

opened to reveal some
40 secret compartments
Above right

Crossbanding around
the drawers is repeated
on the base of the
panelled doors
Right The impressive

desk has flame-figured
veneers
Below left The desk

had no compromise in
quality
Below The kneehole

desk flush fronted

19TH-CENTURY PARTNERS DESK
My last piece is a partners desk of the most amazing
quality made towards the middle part of the 19th
century. The quality and depth of the applied carvings
hint at its supreme high class. The proportions are
just perfect, when you open and shut the drawers,
even after nearly two centuries of use, there is a slight
whistle of escaping air as they fit so perfectly.
Again, expensive flame-figured veneers have been
used and it retains all the original turned wooden knobs
on all the drawers.
It has been hard to whittle down the competitors
as my ‘six of the best’ for this article. It does leave the
door open for the option of a sequel. Not only have I
enjoyed sharing these pieces with you, I have had the
great thrill of having lived with them – albeit for only a
short time in the history of their wonderful lives.
W R Harvey & Co. Ltd., is located at 86 Corn St,
Witney, Oxfordshire, www.wrharvey.com
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